Physics-based methods to predict connectivity of SEP sources to points in the inner heliosphere, tested by location, timing, and longitudinal separation of SEPs
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**Project Information:**
We propose to develop a sophisticated modeling capability to capitalize on the unique measurements expected from Solar Probe Plus (SPP) and Solar Orbiter (SolO). The model will help to integrate these measurements with those from other spacecraft, including STEREO and SDO, and Earth-based observations, into a coherent picture of the inner heliosphere. We will refine an existing 3D MHD model of the corona and solar wind, together with a focused set of tools, so they can be used to interpret observations and to plan observing campaigns for SPP and SolO. We will improve our Wave-Turbulence-Driven (WTD) model to accurately capture the physics of the solar wind. An accurate model will provide a global context to connect in situ and imaging observations, and will allow researchers to investigate the relationship between different observed quantities, and their consistency with solar wind models.

The proposed model will predict the large-scale environment in the vicinity of the spacecraft, to better tailor observing sequences and to optimize instrument pointing for remote sensing. The model will identify expected crossings from slow wind to fast wind (and vice versa), as well as regions with intermediate-speed highly variable solar wind streams. Our model will connect remote images of streamers, pseudostreamers, and coronal holes with in situ solar wind measurements. We propose to develop sophisticated tools based on coronal magnetic field topology to identify particularly interesting regions and to map these out into the solar wind to check their possible intersections with the orbit of SPP or SolO. We also plan to provide a robust 1D model along open magnetic field lines to rapidly scope out the consistency between measured fields and solar wind models.

Our model will be developed to run continuously by specifying time-dependent boundary conditions from measurements of photospheric magnetic fields, to produce an evolving prediction of the solar wind. The parameters in the model will be calibrated by matching with solar observations. The model will be developed to a level of readiness suitable for use during the SPP and SolO missions, and will be shared with the community and SPP and SolO science investigators via NASA's Community Coordinated Modeling Center.
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